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INTENTIONS TO SUPPORT HEALING FOR THE USE OF OPIOIDS
Rev. Mary “Mo” Wheeler, PhD
and the Energy Healing Partners Team
Opioids relieve pain and relax the body. They are often used as an alternative to
heroin AND they are highly addictive. Unfortunately, overdoses and death are
common outcomes of opioid addiction. This category of addictive substances—and
these intentions—may also include Heroin, Oxycontin, and other pain relievers.
As part of the intentions you are asked to say to yourself, “I want irrefutable M Infinity
O’s.” With this, you are asking for unconditional love (M) into infinity in all there is
(O), and the work of the Energy Healing Partners Team that cannot be refuted will
be manifested for you. You only need to say it once.
I will also be asking for doors that allow in negative energies to be closed and sealed.
Many of this type of door are things you would recognize, like feeling hopeless or in
physical pain, feelings that leave you vulnerable. But here, most of the doors are
before time as we know it, so we can’t possibly describe them in our words.
Nevertheless, we can ask for them to be closed to all that is less than absolutely 100%
pure.
At the end of the list of intentions, I will be asking the dolphin energies that come
through me to help.
1. I want these intentions manifested multidimensionally and completely, in the hologram,
and in all time/space and in-between.
2. I want healing of for all who came to earth from another planet or universe, and I
want home to want this healing.
3. Guidance, I want the forces of heat, spin, light, pull, water, sound, and rhythm to be
absolutely 100% pure in all time/space and in-between.
4. I want all cells healed and connected with Spirit, and I want Spirit to want this Intention.
5. I want these intentions manifested multidimensionally and completely, in the hologram,
and in all time/space and in-between.
6. I want the intentions translated at the frequency needed to make this absolutely 100%
complete and permanent in the Macroverse and beyond.
7. I want the intentions manifested in all living beings and all their parts—from
the smallest to the largest—and in all seen and unseen body parts with consciousness, as
needed for the highest good.
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8. Guidance, I want the forces of heat, spin, light, pull, water, sound, and rhythm to be
absolutely 100% pure in all time/space and in-between.
9. I want healing of loneliness for all who came to earth from another planet or universe
and I want home to want this healing.
10. I want insulated, closed, and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure the
doors and in-between doors in all seen and unseen body parts with consciousness; in the
hologram, in the mental, physical, spiritual, and genetic Energy Heritage Types of all parts
being accessed; and the realms involved; and I want energy clear and balanced.
11. I want the integral membrane proteins in the membrane of the Receiving System to
reject all that is less than absolutely 100% pure, I want the attachment to outcome to be
for the highest good, I want this information communicated to the rest of the system, and I
want the integral membrane proteins to want this intention.
12. I want systems reset.
13. I want clear and balanced energy to be the highest priority.
14. I want these intentions in M∞Os [“M Infinity O’s”].
[Please say after me, to yourself is fine, “For myself and all my parts—from the
smallest to the largest, in all seen and unseen body parts with consciousness,
and in all time/space and in-between, I want irrefutable M∞Os.”]
15. In the Living System, I want the Encoder on the neural pathway from Memory to
the Output Transducer of the Receiving System deactivated so that the net remains
in Linus and the conscious mind can use the information for the highest good.
16. I want the need of cells to reproduce disconnected from all with Pleiadian energy
as predominant, for the highest good.
17. I want myself and all my parts to be absolutely 100% clear, pure and neutral, and
I want a total and complete phase shift.
18. I want these intentions automatically updated and reactivated in the future as
needed for the highest good.
19. I want clearing and healing manifested; and I want it to be complete, permanent,
and on a continuous loop.
20. I want the Luciferic door insulated, closed, and sealed to all Smaller Than
Smaller Thans, particles, frequencies, and energies that are less than absolutely
100% pure.
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21. I want a gold energy field around me that attracts only what is absolutely 100%
pure.
22. I want a total and complete phase shift, counterclockwise and clockwise,
backward and forward, forward and backward, above and below, below and above.
23. I want the Smaller Than Smaller Thans included in these statements of intention.
24. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #19, and I want energy clear and balanced.
25. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #20, and I want energy clear and balanced.
26. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #21, and I want energy clear and balanced.
27. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #22, and I want energy clear and balanced.
28. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #23, and I want energy clear and balanced.
29. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #24, and I want energy clear and balanced.
30. I want insulated, closed and sealed to all that is less than absolutely 100% pure
all doors from the time of Step #25, and I want energy clear and balanced.
31. I want cells to ignore the holographic neuropeptides that are
seeking the rush and only pay attention to nutrients needed for health
and well-being.
32. I want clarity and absolutely 100% pure, focused intent in all dimensions, in all
arrangements for the blue print, and in guidance.
33. I want the dolphin vocalization to heal the addiction to opioids.
We want to express our gratitude to all our helpers,
both seen and unseen.

